DryTECH™
A protective barrier against water damage

Protect Your Profits by Protecting Your Products

WATER DAMAGE PREVENTION
A roll packaging solution that vastly reduces water damage in storage and during transportation—rail, container and truck

PRODUCT COMPOSITION
Coated and laminated roll wrap and roll header designs certified by the Fiber Box Association to be recyclable as OCC

PRODUCT FUNCTIONALITY
- Water-proof properties combined with a patented closure design to stop water damage typical of other roll-wrap products
- DryTech technology can be implemented on most wrap lines

PRODUCT RANGE
- Roll wraps meet nearly every requirement for basis weight, width and diameters in North America
- System can be designed to work with most Cascades Sonoco inside/outside header designs
- Technical analysis and guidance based on benchmarking DryTech barriers against others in the industry
- Technical oversight for DryTech barrier implementation and support

Benefits
- Protects your finished, value-added product from harsh environmental effects—rain, sleet, snow, melting ice, vehicle condensation, leaks and condensation in warehouses
- Reduces pressroom waste for slabbing down or rejecting wet rolls
- Reduces dissatisfaction that leads to customer claims
- Protects the environment; recyclable as OCC
- Serves as an alternative to expensive and non-ergonomic plastic “booties” to protect rolls from wet floors
- Increases profits and avoids costs—benefitting your bottom line

Ask about Cascades Sonoco's full line of poly- and water-based coatings and laminates used in various other markets.